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Abstract: Linguistic taboos (euphemisms, omissions, and other) are an essential part of Slavic verbal
and written culture. In this article, we analyze cryptography as a form of tabooing in the magical
texts of the grassroots manuscript tradition of the 17th and 18th centuries (handwritten incantations
and herbals). Our main objective is trying to see a system behind separate examples and define
which kinds of texts are usually tabooed in incantations and herbals, their topics, and messages.
We have managed to find out that the function of keeping secrecy is not relevant for the magical
tradition; rather, encryption was used to emphasize the elements that are of special importance.
In the book of incantations called the Olonets Codex, dating back to the 17th century, ciphering
was used for the names and titles of sacred and demonological characters, antagonists, descriptions
of certain rituals, closing phrases for the incantations (amen, “key”), etc. We hypothesize that the
encryption is used in the Olonets Codex as a means of retaining the magical strength of all the texts
in the manuscripts, protecting from hostile beings, sacralizing where necessary, tabooing what was
considered sinful for religious reasons, accentuating the main meanings of the incantations, etc. In the
herbals, cryptography is basically used for tabooing of “sinful” or trappy topics (love magic, magic
used against courts and authorities, some contexts concerning sorcery, jinx, and “secret” knowledge),
and in the texts that had to bear sacral meaning (incantations and prayers).

Keywords: magic; folklore; Slavic studies; Russian studies; herbals; incantations; manuscript studies

1. Introduction

The phenomenon of taboo is one of the cultural universals common to both archaic
and modern societies. The term taboo comes from the Polynesian word tabu or tapu. It
became known to Europeans through Captain James Cook’s journals of 1777 (Allan 2018a,
p. 3). English social anthropologist A.R. Radcliffe-Brown so described this phenomenon:

In the languages of Polynesia, the word means simply “to forbid”, “forbidden”, and
can be applied to any sort of prohibition. A rule of etiquette, an order issued by a chief,
an injunction to children not to meddle with the possessions of their elders, may all be
expressed by the use of the word tabu (Radcliffe-Brown 1939, pp. 5, 6).

An important role in the history of research into the taboo concept belongs to Sir James
G. Fraser, who discovered that taboos are characteristic not only for the cultures in the
Pacific area, but also for other ancient and modern peoples (Frazer 1888). He examined
the phenomenon of taboo in detail in his book “Golden Bough” (3rd ed., Frazer 1911) and
proposed classification of taboos into tabooed acts, persons, things, and words.

The book by Dmitry K. Zelenin, a Russian ethnographer, summarizes a lot of in-
formation about linguistic taboos in various Eurasian cultures (Zelenin 1929, 1930). The
researcher divided the prohibitions into two large groups: those related to trades (hunting,
fishing, beekeeping, etc.) and prohibitions in domestic life.

Modern approaches to the problem of linguistic taboo and the corresponding literature
are discussed in The Oxford Handbook of Taboo Words and Language (Allan 2018b).

Linguistic taboos are an essential part of Slavic oral and written culture. Russian
ethnolinguists Yelena L. Berezovich and Svetlana M. Tolstaya define linguistic taboo as
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“evading calling objects by their principal names or mentioning them in certain situations”
(Berezovich and Tolstaya 2012, pp. 224, 225). In folklife culture, it is done, on the one hand,
to protect oneself from the danger allegedly coming from the object in question (e.g., a
disease, a wild animal, etc.), and on the other hand, to protect something very valuable or
sacred (God, a child, a domestic animal, etc.). Additionally, words connected with the body,
uncleanness, sexuality and fertility, vices and crimes are also tabooed in some situations
(Berezovich and Tolstaya 2012, p. 225).

In oral tradition, taboos can take the form of euphemisms or omissions. Written
tradition offers broader opportunities for tabooing. In manuscripts, for example, the
presence of taboos can be recognized through edits in the initial text or corrections made
in a text subject to translation. Thus, in Russian books dating back to the cusp between
the Middle and the Modern Ages, tabooing becomes an issue when dealing with another
cultural context, e.g., when European scientific works are translated into Russian. In the
17th-century copies of the Gaerde der Suntheit medical essay (Luebeck 1492), which was
translated into Russian in 1534, the aetiological legend of the Morsus diaboli (Succisa
pratensis Moench) plant was eliminated because of some mentions of the devil and sorcery
(Ippolitova 2018). The late 16th century’s Russian version of Liber de arte distillandi (the
book about the art of distillation) by the Strassbourg doctor Hieronymus Brunschwig
(first ed. 1500) was deliberately missing the medicines based on human blood and feces,
angleworms, as well as astrological and esoteric advice (Sapozhnikova 2016, 2019).

Another sign of tabooing in manuscripts can consist in cryptography: certain words or
texts are encoded using various ciphers. The main work dedicated to Cyrillic cryptography
was written by Mikhail N. Speransky in 1929, offering a plethora of facts about South Slavic
and Russian cryptography, the methods of ciphering and deciphering, and some of their
functions (1. hiding sensitive information from prying eyes; 2. hiding the author’s name
out of Christian humility; 3. just for fun or as a trick1).

As A. Arkhipov further defines the list of functions suggested by Speransky, he
mentions that cryptographic tradition is not that rich in texts that hide some sensitive
information, and supposes that the main function of cryptography is to emphasize the
importance of key points in the text and underscore the “sacral value of personal names or
other important elements”. Therefore, its use “contained some kind of sacral, sometimes
even magical force.” (Arkhipov 1980, pp. 85, 86).

In a recent study, D. Bulanin supports Arkhipov’s view, mentioning that the array
of medieval cryptographic texts does not actually contain anything really “secret”; these
are names of sacral concepts and objects, those of writers and other persons, references to
the circumstances under which the writing was done, reverential quotes, invocations, and
some elements marking the structure of the book. So far, studies of cryptography have
mostly been sporadic (enough to say that there has not been any monograph on this topic
after Speransky’s), with most attention being paid to the deciphering techniques. Although
it may seem that cryptographic sources actually yield little information, they are “priceless
as a means to take a look on the spiritual world of the early Slavs”. That said, Bulanin
suggests focusing on the functions of cryptography in written Slavic culture, its intended
use, objectives, and the kind of texts that used to be ciphered (Bulanin 2020, pp. 58, 59).
This approach is also the methodological basis for our work.

In this article, we intend to analyze cryptography as a form of tabooing in the magical
texts of the grassroots manuscript tradition of the 17th and 18th centuries: handwritten
incantations and herbals. In those genres, the functioning of cryptography has not been
studied in a close manner so far2. Our main objective is trying to see a system behind
separate examples and define which kind of texts are usually tabooed in incantations and
herbals, their topics, and messages.

In our search for incantations, we studied the most extensive collection of texts pertain-
ing to the period in question, A.L. Toporkov’s “Russian Incantations from Manuscripts of
the period between the 17th and early 19th century” (RZRI 2010). Out of the 36 manuscripts
included in this study, four turned out to have encrypted text; however, it was only com-
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plete in one of them, the Olonets Codex of Incantations3 dating back to the second quarter
of the 17th century. So, we decided to focus our analysis on this collection.

As for the herbals, we have used a significant pool of texts from 17th- and 18th-
century manuscripts collected over many years from archives and libraries of Moscow, St.
Petersburg, and other Russian cities.

2. Cryptography in the Olonets Codex of Incantations, 17th Century

The Olonets Codex, henceforward the OC, is unique in many ways against the back-
ground of handwritten incantation tradition, “unequaled in volume, variety of topics and
plots, not only as of the 17th century, but, apparently, in the entire Russian manuscript
tradition” (RZRI 2010, p. 37). This is one of the earliest extant incantation books, coming
from the Russian North (surroundings of the Onega Lake), and is written in two languages,
Russian and Karelian-Veps4. It was introduced into research as early as in the second half
of the 19th and early in the 20th century (Malinovsky, 1876; Sreznevsky 1913, pp. 481–512),
but was only published in full, accompanied by A. Toporkov’s extensive comments, in 2010
(RZRI 2010, pp. 37–310). Several linguistic works on the OC, significantly supplementing
the ideas about the manuscript, have been written recently by A.S. Alekseeva and A.A.
Gippius (Alekseeva 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020; Alekseeva and Gippius 2019).

According to A.L. Toporkov, the OC is written by two persons (texts No. 1–35 and No.
36–125) (RZRI 2010, p. 62). In the first part, only No. 32 is ciphered, while there are six more
(No. 48, 58, 104, 107, 109, 124) in the second one5. Often, the word «amen» (Russ. aминь) is
also ciphered (about 20 cases, all in the second part), as well as the word “key” (Russ. ключ)
in the zakrepka6 (once, No. 88) (RZRI 2010, pp. 63, 64). All encrypted texts are written in
Russian. Both writers used the so-called simple lithorea (Russ. прoстaя литoрея), a cipher
where each one of the ten consonants of the first half of the alphabet was replaced with the
corresponding letter from the other ten consonants but going in reverse order, from the
end of the alphabet to its beginning7 (Speransky 1929, pp. 97, 98, see Table 1).

Table 1. Simple lithorea cipher (after Speransky 1929, p. 98).

б в г д ж з к л м н

щ ш ч ц х ф т с р п

According to A.L. Toporkov, cryptography in the OC “is used in the most doubtful
parts, which could have caused much trouble if read by anyone unauthorized” (RZRI 2010,
pp. 63, 64). A.A. Turilov and A.V. Chernetsov are also inclined to see cryptography in the
incantations as a means to avoid displeasure of the authorities8 (for example, researchers
believe that the name of Tsar Mikhail Fyodorovich is written with simple lithorea in the
OC, “for secrecy”) (Turilov and Chernetsov 2002a, p. 71).

As for the Karelian-Veps texts in the Codex, A.A. Turilov and A.V. Chernetsov suggest
interpreting them as a secret language of sorcery, a kind of cryptography, too (Turilov
and Chernetsov 2002a, p. 71). A.L. Toporkov believes that this hypothesis needs more
substantial rationale (RZRI 2010, p. 82).

We believe that the functions of cryptography in the OC are not limited to secrecy (if
any at all) but are more complicated and diverse than has been supposed so far.

The functionality of ciphered texts in the OC is various enough. They include incanta-
tions about tsars and the authorities (No. 32), cattle release (No. 58), fistfights (No. 104),
love spells (No. 107), incantations against snake bites (No. 109), against trees and foes
(No. 124), and an incantation to scare mice away from stacked rye9 (No. 48). Thus, the
incantations can be classified into groups based on their functions and topics: social and
interpersonal (32, 104, 107), protective (124), housekeeping (48, 58), and curative (107).
This classification is partly conventional, because, say, No. 124 can also be considered a
text about social interactions (with foes). The curative incantation (against snakes) stands
somewhat apart because it is of Karelian-Veps origin, only its title being written in Russian
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using lithorea10. It is important that the distribution of cryptographic texts by function and
topic does not correlate with the general distribution of incantations by those groups in the
Codex in general11 (see Table 2 and Figure 1).

Table 2. Statistic of ciphered Russian incantations in the OC.

Protective Curative Social/Interpersonal Housekeeping Total

Overall number of
Russian incantations in

the OC
35 (38.5%) 33 (36.3%) 15 (16.5%) 8 (8.8%) 91

Number of ciphered
incantations in the OC 1 (16.6 %) – 3 (50%) 2 (33.3%) 6

Proportion of ciphered
incantations in each

group
1 of 35 (2.9%) – 3 of 15 (20%) 2 of 8 (25%) 6 of 91 (6.6%)
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According to the table, half of the incantations containing cryptography belong to
the social/interpersonal group (and even two thirds of them if we include No. 124, too),
while the remaining third contains household-related incantations. Meanwhile, within the
Codex in general these groups are on the third and fourth positions in terms of occurrence.
Accordingly, one fifth of the social/interpersonal incantations contains cryptography, as
does somewhat about a quarter of the household-related ones.

The texts are encrypted not in their entirety, only some words or phrases therein.
There is cryptography both in the titles of the incantations (No. 107, “Cлoвa к женкaм”12

(“Words to women”), No. 109 “Cлoвa змеиные” (“Snake words”)) and in the instructions to
them (No. 48, 58, 104, 124) as well as in the incantations themselves (No. 32, 48, 58, 104,
107, 124, i.e., all of them except for the “snake” one). That means that the incantation about
the tsar and the government (No. 32) only has cryptography in the text itself; the snake
one (No. 109), in the title only, the love one (No. 107), in the title and in the body, and all
the rest (No. 48, 58, 104, and 124) have it both in the texts and in the instructions.

The incantation No. 32 is intended to make all people and authorities like the caster.
The name and title of Tsar Mikhail Fyodorovich are mentioned twice, ciphered. First, it
goes on about the beauty of the Tsar, which the caster wants to associate with, then about
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the caster’s desire to be liked by the Tsar, as well as by the authorities, the higher-ups, and
the noblemen.

И кaк свет сей блистaетцa и Христoс нaряжaетцa, свет нaстaл и Христoс нaрoдис(я)13,
и кaк пaдут утренные и вечерние рoсы нa землю и нa вo(ду), тaкoж бы пaлa крaсoтa
и лепoтa цaря и гoспoдaря и великoгo князя Михaилa Федoрoвичa всея Руси14. < . . .
> и кaк любы Гoспoду Исусу Христу свoи Б(o)жии престoлы, тaкoж бы и яз люб был,
рaб Б(o)жий имярек, кoму гoвoриш(ь) имярек, цaрю, гoспoдaрю и великoму князю
имярек всея Руси15 и всем влaстем, и нaчaлoм, и велльмoжaм. (RZRI 2010, p. 106).

And like this light shines and Christ is adorned, light has shone and Christ is born,
and like morning and evening dews fall upon earth and water, so may fall the beauty of
Mikhail Fyodorovich, the Tsar and Lord and the Grand Prince of all Russia. < . . . > and like Lord
Jesus Christ loves His Godly thrones, may also me, servant of God (name), be loved by the
one called by the name (name), and also by the Tsar, Lord and Grand Prince (name) of all
Russia and by all authorities, higher-ups, and noblemen. (RZRI 2010, p. 106).

The love incantation (No. 107), apart from the title «Cлoвa к женкaм» (Words to
women), ciphers the name of the mythological Tsar, Zhazhda (Rus. жaждa “thirst”), the
phrase «вo устa» (meaning to the lips of the woman to whom the magic is addressed; a
river of fire is meant to enter her lips), and the phrase «сердце у тoй рaбе» (the heart of
that woman, God’s servant):

Cлoвa к женкaм16.
Нa зoре нa утренней пoйду яз < . . . > и увижу яз цaряЖaжду17. Цaр(ь) Жaждa18,

oб(ъ)яви мне oгненную реку < . . . > пaди ты, oгненнaя рекa, имярек вo устa19. И кaк тa
oгненнaя рекa гoрит, тaк бы гoрелo сердце у тoй рaбе20 имярек < . . . >. (RZRI 2010, p.
132).

Words to women.
In the early dawn will I go < . . . > and see Tsar Zhazhda. Oh Tsar Zhazhda, show me

a river of fire < . . . > may you river of fire fall into the lips of (name of woman). And like
that river of fire burns, may the heart of that woman, [God’s] servant (name) burn, too < . . . >.
(RZRI 2010, p. 132).

Thus, in addition to the name of Tsar Zhazhda, everything that has to do with the
woman (references to her, like женкa “woman”, рaбa “(God’s) servant”, and her body
parts, like устa “lips”, сердце “heart”) is ciphered here.

In the fistfight incantation (No. 104), the names of demonological characters (forest
and water spirits, leshy and vodyanoy respectively), whom the caster summons for helping
him win, are also ciphered, as is the designation of the opponent, the fistfighter, and all
the words referring to the harm done to him: (arms and legs) weakened, (eyes) turned blind,
(arm) raise, beat (my enemy). The caster’s fists are also mentioned ciphered (evidently as
a means of doing harm to the enemy) as well as the pronoun “my” in the phrase “мoему
супoстaтaю” («for my enemy»), maybe in order to make him stand out from among the
other enemies.

Cе яз, рaб имярек< . . . > призывaю к себе нa пoмoщ(ь) из лесa лешех, из вoды
вoдяных21; и вы, из лесa лешые, из вoды вoдяные22, пoдите кo мне нa пoмoщ(ь) прoтивo
мoегo супoстaтaя, кулaчнoг(o) бoйцa23, и пoсoбите вы мне пoбит(ь)24 мoегo супoстaтaя,
кулaчнoгo бoйцa25 имярек, свoими кулaкaми26. И вы, из лесa лешие, из вoды вoдяные27,
вoзмите(у) сег(o) имярек мертвецa28, кaмен(ь) и пoлoжыте мoему супoстaтaю, кулaчнoму
бoйцу29 имярек, нa руки, или нa нoги, или нa глaву; кoл(ь) есть сему мертвецу30 тяжелo
oт земли и oт кaмени, стoл(ь) бы тяжелo былo мoему31 супoстaтaю, кулaчнoму бoйцу32

имярек, прoтивo меня руки пoднят(ь)33, чтoб у мoегo супoстaтaя кулaчнoг(o) бoйцa34

имярек руки и нoги oслaбли35 и в глaзaх слепoтa36 oт мoегo пригoвoрa и дo мoег(o)
oтгoвoру. (RZRI 2010, pp. 130, 131).

Herewith do I, God’s servant (name) < . . . > summon for help leshys from the forest and
vodyanoys from the waters; so may you, leshys from the forest and vodyanoys from the waters,
come to help me against my enemy, fistfighter, and help me beat my enemy, fistfighter (name),
with my fists. And you, leshys from the forest and vodyanoys from the waters, take from this
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dead man (name) a stone and put it onto my enemy’s, fistfighter (name)’s, arms, or legs, or
head; just like earth and stone are heavy for the dead man, so may it also be heavy for my
enemy, fistfighter (name), trying to raise his arms against me, and may my enemy, fistfighter
(name)’s arms and legs weaken and his eyes turn blind from [the moment of] my incantation
and up to [the moment] when I cancel it. (RZRI 2010, pp. 130, 131).

There is also another figure in this incantation, the dead man, whose objective is to
make the enemy weaker. The reference to the dead man is ciphered both in the incantation
and in the instructions that follow, describing the rite that has to be performed on the
dead man’s tomb: this is where the incantation is to be read thrice; then the caster bows
unto the dead man and takes the stone, putting it into his breeches or his sleeve. Apart
from the dead man, the following is also ciphered here: the location (мoгилa “tomb”), the
denomination of the incantation itself (слoвa “words”), the references to the caster’s ritual
actions (the thing that he takes off (К)37), the repetition of the incantation (в другoй ряд
“again”), the bow (пoклoнися “bow”; дa пoклoнися мер(т)вoму дo земли “and bow unto
the dead man to the ground”), the cardinal point where the caster is looking (нa север
“northward”), and the place where the caster hides the object (в пoртки, зa рукaв “into
your breeches or behind your sleeve”):

Πришед к мoгилы38, дa сoими крест39 дa прoгoвoри слoвa40 ряд дa пoклoнися
мер(т)вoму дo земли41, a сaм зри нa север42, дaв другoй ряд43 прoгoвoр(и) тoж, пoклoнися44,
a в третей ряд прoгoвoр(и) дa пoклoнися45, дa вoзми [к]aмень46 невелик, дa пoлoжи
в пoртки или зa рукaв47. (RZRI 2010, p. 131).

As you come to the tomb, take off your cross and say the words [spell] once and bow
unto the dead man to the ground, while looking northward, then again say it, bow, and then the
third time say it and bow, and take a small stone, and put it into your breeches or behind your
sleeve. (RZRI 2010, p. 131).

The cattle release incantation (No. 58) is meant for protecting the cattle during the
forest pasturage season. Such texts used to consist of “three parts. (1) an address to the
forest tsar, his wife and children; (2) mentioning of a gift or treat that the caster has brought;
(3) the ask to care for the cattle throughout the pasturage season” (RZRI 2010, p. 231). In the
instructions for this one, cryptography covers ritual elements, ciphering the location (forest,
a hidden place, oстрoв (a higher ground in the forest), выскить (an uprooted tree)) and
time (early in the morning before sunrise) of the ritual treatment, as well as the imperative
of the action (неси “bring”):

Aще хoщеш(ь) скoтa oтпущaт(ь) мнoг(o), и ты щуку свежую дa 3 яйцa дa 3 бoчки ме-
ду рoзсыти, дa неси в лес нa oстрoв (в) укрoмнoе местo нa выскит(ь), a неси пoутру рaнo
дo сoлнцa48. (RZRI 2010, p. 116).

If you want to release a lot of cattle for pasture, then [take] a fresh pike and 3 eggs and
3 barrels of liquid honey and bring it all to a hidden high ground in the forest next to an uprooted
tree, and do it early in the morning before sunrise. (RZRI 2010, p. 116).

The incantation No. 58 itself ciphers the address to the lords of the forest, Tsar Gongoy
and Tsarina Gogeya, and their children (but their servants are written as usual). Then,
certain significant words are also ciphered (oбед “dinner”), i.e., the ritual treat, лебеди
“swans”, which is the metaphorical name for the eggs the caster has brought, and the ask
to accept the treat в чести “in honor”:

Гoсудaрь цaрь Гoнгoй и цaрицa Гoгея, и сынoве, и дoчери49, и слуги, вaм oбед50,
щукa свежaя, дa три белые лебеди51, дa три бoчки меду; a приймете в чести52, a зa тo
стерегите и берегите и пaсите вес(ь) мoй скoт< . . . > (RZRI 2010, p. 116).

Oh you Tsar Gongoy and Tsarina Gogeya, and their sons and daughters and servants, here
is a meal for you, a fresh pike and three white swans, and three barrels of honey, too; please
accept this in honor, and as a reward protect and observe and care for all my cattle < . . . >.
(RZRI 2010, p. 116).

In the incantation No. 124 (against trees and foes), the caster addresses a mythological
figure, Tsar Shustiya, asking him to turn his body into stone, his bones into bulat (steel)
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and his ribs into copper, so that he becomes invulnerable to any foes or falling trees. In this
case, only some parts of the zakrepka are ciphered:

. . . слoвa(м) клю(ч), a древa(м) тле(н), a телу мoему креп53. Bo имя О(т)цa и Cынa
и Cвятoгo Духa. Cим слoвa(м) aми(н)54. (RZRI 2010, p. 143).

. . . key to the words, and rot to the trees, and strength to my body. In the name of the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. To these words, amen. (RZRI 2010, p. 143).

The instruction No. 124 says that the caster should read the incantation while standing
on iron, and the name of the metal is ciphered (however in the second instance it is written
in the regular way):

Гoвo(р) 3(ж), стoя нa желизе55 дa нa кaмени, a в рукa(х) де(р)жa(т) железo дa
кaме(н), дa oче(р)ти(т) сoбя 3(ж) o(т) утрa дa дo вечерa. (RZRI 2010, p. 143).

Tell this three times, standing on iron and on stone, with iron and stone in your hands,
and circumscribe yourself, three times from morning to evening. (RZRI 2010, p. 143).

The instruction to the incantation against mice (no. 48) encrypts the action to be
done with harvested rye: клaсть в стoг (“stack”). The incantation itself encrypts mice
themselves56:

Aще ктo хoщет рoжклaсти в (с)тoг57, и ты вoзми 9 кaменей дa 9жеребейкoв oл(ь)хoвых
дa пoлoжы нaперед, a мoлви: Мышем58 кaмен(ь) тo им хлеб, a древo тo им вoлoгa, зa
кoликo лет oбнoвляется круг земный. (RZRI 2010, p. 112).

Should someone want to stack rye, then take nine stones and nine alder rods and put
[them] first [i.e., before stacking the rye], and then say: To mice, stone is bread and wood is
soup [for so many years], as the earth renews (RZRI 2010, p. 112).

Thus, we have seen that only a few texts (6.6%) of the OC actually use cryptography for
separate words and phrases. It is worth noticing that in other parts of the same manuscript,
the same words or phrases are written in the regular manner. This could be a powerful
argument against the earlier version stating that the encryption in the OC (and in other
handwritten incantation books, too) was a means to avoid persecution from the authorities.
In our mind, should the authors of the OC actually have intended to do so, the encryption
would have been more consistent. For instance, all the names of mythical creatures and
fragments of “black” incantations would have been ciphered, too.

Therefore, it appears to make more sense that cryptography in the OC was used in
approximately the same way as it was in other genres of written texts. That is, as D.M.
Bulanin puts it, to emphasize important parts of the text rather than to hide anything
“secret” (from intruders or authorities) (Bulanin 2020, pp. 59, 60).

As we have seen, there is an array of characters that appears in the encrypted parts of
the OC. These are Tsar Mikhail Fyodorovich (full name and title), some mythical creatures,
such as Tsar Zhazhda, Tsar Gongoy, and Tsarina Gogeya and their children, forest and
water spirits, a dead man; also, people having to do with the caster: the woman (addressee
of the love spell), the fistfighter (enemy of the caster); also, animals (mice or snakes doing
harm to the caster).

We believe that Tsar Mikhail Fyodorovich’s name is ciphered as a sacred word, which
is actually confirmed by various studies (Toporkov 2007, pp. 69–72, 78; Toporkov 2018, pp.
117, 118). We should note that this name also appears in the Veliky Ustyug incantation book,
created at the same time as the OC, and is not ciphered there (Turilov and Chernetsov 2002b,
p. 212). The Tsar’s name could also have been ciphered in the OC for being perceived as a
kind of talisman, so that no one could do harm to the Tsar59.

The names of mythical creatures, such as leshys, vodyanoys, the dead man, Tsar
Zhazhda, Tsar Gongoy, and Tsarina Gongeya, could have been tabooed out of fear that
they could do harm to the caster. Additionally, tsars, even mythical, could be perceived as
sacred beings, too60.

The names of the caster’s “enemies”, such as the fistfighter or mice or snakes could
have been tabooed so that they would never know what was being planned against them.
The ciphered description of such a common thing as stacking rye could also be something
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of this kind: to prevent the mice from knowing. The mentions of women were evidently
tabooed in some contexts that had to do with love magic, since it was considered a sin.

Additionally, cryptography in the OC is used in the cases of using magic against other
people, like debilitating a fistfighter or attracting a woman; in both cases, the addressees’
body parts are mentioned.

The descriptions of rituals were also encrypted. These are, first, the ritual treats to the
lords of the forest: the place and time, the actions themselves, and the treats themselves
(oбед (“meal”), лебеди (“swans”, metaphorical name for eggs), and the ask to receive the
meal в чести (“in honor”)). Second, the ritual at the dead man’s tomb: the ciphering is
used for the location, the actions (bowing, facing northward), verbal elements (reference
to the incantation (слoвa (“words”), and their repetitions)), and certain things (breeches,
sleeve, cross).

In some cases, cryptography serves to emphasize the basic meaning of the text. For
example, in the incantation No. 124 all the encrypted words appear to contribute to one
single objective: making the caster invulnerable. They are the zakrepka телу мoему креп
(“strength to my body”), the second zakrepka with the encrypted aминь (“amen”), and the
word железo (“iron”) which appears encrypted in the instruction.

3. Cryptography in the Herbals of the 17th–18th Centuries

Russian handwritten herbals as a tradition existed from the early 17th to the early
20th century, and this tradition was heterogeneous. The herbals describe plants both real
and fictional, intended for use for household, cures, or magic; some plants were said to
have supernatural properties (see Ippolitova 2008 for more details). The texts about plants
in the herbals have a rather consistent structure: the plant’s name, description, where and
when it grows, time and ritual of collection, functions, and ways of using.

In the herbals of the 17th–18th centuries, there is cryptography in the texts about 12
plants, which is not that many (about 2%) for an array of about 500 plant descriptions, and
it is used sporadically as a rule (usually about 1–3 texts for one plant)61.

Here, only some parts of the text are encrypted, from one word to several phrases. In
the structure of the articles, the use of cryptography is aligned with the descriptions of the
plants’ functions (how and what for they are used), to-wit: love magic (5 plants), various
kinds of other magic (6 plants), and cure (1 plant). Aside from that, one incantation, two
prayers and an unclear fragment (possibly incantation or plant picking ritual) are encoded.

Out of these 12 plants, the majority (9 of 12) are said to have completely magical
functions, while at least 5 are charmful (have an anthropomorphic root; have flowers that
burn at night like candles; the plant can destroy iron objects; has 4 or 12 different flowers;
the one who finds the herb will get lost and go mad).

There are basically two types of cryptography in the 17th–18th century herbals, pop-
ular in Russia back then: simple lithorea and using the initial letters of the words62

(sometimes with a complicating twist). There is also an example of ciphering using Latin
letters (GIM. Museum coll. No 1226; Speransky 1929, pp. 70–72). For some texts, we failed
to detect the type of cryptography and, therefore, to decipher them.

3.1. The Case of the Semitar Plant

The texts about the magical herb of Semitar63 are interesting in terms of both en-
cryption methods and the specific vocabulary being tabooed. In the 17th–18th century
herbals and home cure books in question, there are about fifteen variations of texts about
this plant, which has an anthropomorphic root and four flowers of various colors (a
Russian mandrake, in its way). The names for Semitar can vary in different manuscripts,
e.g., семитaр, симтaрм, сирмaн, цaрь трaвa сaм пaрaмoнть, etc. There are encrypted frag-
ments in two texts about Semitar.

In a manuscript dating back to the second quarter of the 18th century (IRLI. Velichko
coll. No. 26), there is one of the lengthiest descriptions of Semitar (over 300 words),
involving the phytonyms of sirman, pokrik64. This one contains a detailed description of
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the “man-root”‘s anatomy and explains how it should be used in magic. For instance, it
was believed that the root’s “head” could help a man get to love his wife. The “right hand”
prevented both husband and wife from adultery. The “liver”, when cooked in milk, was
said to be able to cure sterility. Two fragments of the text dedicated to the use of the magic
root are written using simple lithorea.

• The root’s “chest” is cut in two and the “heart” is taken out. Then, the instructions to
the love magic appear ciphered:

И в тoм кoрени великo нутр, кaк в челoвеке. И ты сердце вынемши< . . . >, и дa
пить девице65, кoея вoсхoщеши, или жa[н]ке, и пo тебе учнет тужить66 (IRLI. Velichko
coll. No. 26. Fol. 297. No. 73).

And in that root, there are many entrails, just like in a man. So you take out the heart
< . . . > and give it to drink to the girl you might want, or a woman, so [she] will yearn for you.
(IRLI. Velichko coll. No. 26. Fol. 297. No. 73).

• It was also suggested to use the magic root for success in trials and with people in
general:

Кoли хoчешь тягaтися или нa суд67, тoт кoрень держaть при себе, винoвaт не бу-
дешь ничем, влaстелинoм68 будешь, учнет тебя любеть, и вси люды учнет тебa любить
зелo69. (IRLI. Velichko coll. No. 26. Fol. 297v. No. 73).

Should you want to go to court, take this root with you so you will not be guilty of
nothing, you will be governor, and also loved, and all the people will love you a lot. (IRLI.
Velichko coll. No. 26. Fol. 297v. No. 73).

Thus, the sirman text taboos phrases related to love magic, as well as the magical
impact of the caster over other people’s feelings and over court, too. At the same time, the
words related to marriage magic (to make a husband love his wife, to prevent adultery)
and to the magical ability for a woman to become pregnant using the “liver” of the root
remain unciphered in the same text.

In the text about the simtarm herb, titled “Should one want to get married” and
included into a herbal of the late 17th century, cryptography is used in about the same
manner as in the sirman example. A.A. Turilov, the first publisher of this text, suggested
a partial reading of this encryption (Turilov 1998) and noticed that it employed various
ciphering methods (Turilov 2002, p. 375).

И выняти из тoгo челoвекa сердце: есть бo нутр в тoм челoвеке, кaк в жи[вo]м же.
И пoлoвину тoгo же сердцa или третюю чaсть истерти мизиным пaльцoм и дaть кoму
ни буди пити ли д
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кo a х. ш з с б70 инo д+ и ж к вoзждеют хoтя б буди cr или knzna
и oни б71 твoи, aще испиеть ис твoих рук. (GIM. Museum coll. No. 1226. Fol. 204r-204v).

Indeed, there is a mixed-up ciphering technique here, based on one or two first letters
of a word (sometimes also the last letter and the one prior to it), and based on the Latin
alphabet. Based on A.A. Turilov’s findings and on our own collation of the text with the
original of the manuscript, we suggest our own version of a deciphered fragment.

. . . и дaть кoму ни буди пити [женке и]ли де[вке], кo[е]a х[oще]ш з[a] с[е]б[я], инo
де[вкa] и ж[ен]к[a] вoзжде[ле]ют, хoтя б буди ц[a]р[евнa] или кн[я]жнa, и oни б[удут]
твoи, aще испиеть ис твoих рук.

And take the heart out of that man, for he has entrails, just like a real man does. Then
crumble a half or a third of that heart with your little finger and give someone to drink, [to
a woman] or a girl you want to possess, then the girl and the woman will yearn, no matter if
they are a tsarevna or a princess, and they will be yours if only they drink [the potion] from
your hands. (GIM. Museum coll. No. 1226. Fol. 204r-204v)

In this fragment, encryption is used to refer to the women (woman, girl, tsarevna
(tsar’s daughter), princess), for the phrase that describes which women is it about (“ . . .
you want to possess”) and the verb “will be” which confirms that the magical procedure
does work.

It is notable that in the texts about Semitar ciphered fragments are not repeated in
various texts, i.e., they were ciphered independently, at the discretion of the specific writer.
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There is also a special version of the Semitar text that contains no encryption but has
appeared as a result of the “profane” being tabooed. It has no mentions of love or marriage
magic (except for childbirth); the folk chrononym of Ивaнoв день (Ivan’s day) is replaced
with the canonical Рoждествo Иoaннa Πредтечи (The Nativity of John the Forerunner);
the description of the collection ritual requires the caster to read a prayer and to be clean
from any filthiness; the magical function involving the use of the “heart” is replaced with
the curing one: to have a wash with the “heart” of the root in order to cure one’s own
heart. In other words, this text was edited in the tideway of the Christian tradition and
religious motives (handwritten cure book of the 17th century, GIM. Uvarov coll. No. 114.
Fol. 15v-16r).

3.2. Love Magic

In a 1703 text about the Khorobrets herb (Figure 2), there are three words ciphered by
simple lithorea and also three letters under titlos in the end:
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велми дoбрa и угoднa
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one’s own heart. In other words, this text was edited in the tideway of the Christian tra-
dition and religious motives (handwritten cure book of the 17th century, GIM. Uvarov 
coll. No. 114. Fol. 15v-16r). 

3.2. Love Magic 
In a 1703 text about the Khorobrets herb (Figure 2), there are three words ciphered by 

simple lithorea and also three letters under titlos in the end: 
Трава хоробрец <…> И та трава давать {рмослоцдидцар ц͠ва чгомрикт}, да она ж 

велми добра и угодна  ͠е.  ͠м.  ͠ц. (RGB. Undolsky coll. No. 1072. Fol. 28v. No. 51). 
The herb Khorobrets <…> Is to be given {рмослоцдидцар ц͠ва чгомрикт}. And it is very 

good and useful indeed.  ͠ е.  ͠м.  ͠ц. 
The meanings of the consonants are inscribed over them in the first cryptogram, 

perhaps by a reader from the 18th century. When deciphered, the text looks as follows: 
И та трава давать молодицам72—душа горит. 
And that herb be given to young women—soul burns. 
Here, encryption is added at the discretion of the writer, since the same phrase does 

not appear encrypted in other texts about the same plant. This text is about using magic 
to make a woman love the caster73. 

The three letters with titlos, « ͠е.  ͠м.  ͠ц», in the end of the Khorobrets text, are the ini-
tial letters of the encrypted text’s words. In such cases, deciphering is made easier based 
on versions of the same text in different manuscripts, which sometimes contain unci-
phered words. One case of this is the text about the Peresyanka plant (18th century), where 
references to women and girls appear both ciphered and not (see Table 3). 

Table 3. Texts about the Peresyanka plant. 

GIM. Uvarov coll. No. 705. Fol. 26. No 79 BAN. 45.8.175. Fol. 12r. No 76 
Кто ея корень носит при себе, и того 

человека любят {ж и д}. 
Тот корень кто носит при себе, и того 
человека любят женки и девки.  

The one who wears the root [of this plant] is 
loved by {ж и д}. 

The one who wears the root is loved by 
women and girls. 
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И тa трaвa дaвaть мoлoдицaм72—душa гoрит.
And that herb be given to young women—soul burns.
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Here, encryption is added at the discretion of the writer, since the same phrase does
not appear encrypted in other texts about the same plant. This text is about using magic to
make a woman love the caster73.

The three letters with titlos, «
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initial letters of the encrypted text’s words. In such cases, deciphering is made easier
based on versions of the same text in different manuscripts, which sometimes contain
unciphered words. One case of this is the text about the Peresyanka plant (18th century),
where references to women and girls appear both ciphered and not (see Table 3).

Table 3. Texts about the Peresyanka plant.

GIM. Uvarov coll. No. 705. Fol. 26. No 79 BAN. 45.8.175. Fol. 12r. No 76

Ктo ея кoрень нoсит при себе, и тoгo
челoвекa любят {ж и д}.

Тoт кoрень ктo нoсит при себе, и тoгo
челoвекa любят женки и девки.

The one who wears the root [of this plant] is
loved by {ж и д}.

The one who wears the root is loved by women
and girls.

Another trouble when deciphering this kind of encryption is that the scribes sometimes
misinterpreted the texts they did not understand, replacing some letters with other ones
(usually looking similar).

We again meet references to мoлoдые мoлoдицы (young moloditsas) and encryption
in three texts from the 18th century dedicated to the Gnida plant: black, not tall, with a
black flower, known to protect from bears (who neither attack nor roar) and from dogs
(who don’t bark):

Трaвa гнидa < . . . > Дa угoднa и мoлoдым мoлoдицaм (д) (ж) (ц) (к) (с) (RGB.
Museum coll. No. 9530. Fol. 29. No. 76).

Gnida herb < . . . > Also good for young moloditsas (д) (ж) (ц) (к) (с).
We can suppose that the first letters of the encrypted text, Д and Ж, can have the

close meaning as мoлoдицы, i.e., girls and women. In all probability, this text is about love
magic, too.

3.3. Other Magical Functions

The rest of the examples speaking about plants’ functions is encrypted by their first let-
ters and usually not deciphered, the context being reconstructed based on the surrounding
words. Let us take a brief look at some examples.

In the text about the Palochnik plant (Typha latifolia L.), encryption “(м) (п) (е)” closes
the statement that it is good for millers at their mills (RGB. Museum coll. No. 9530. Fol. 28.
No. 72). Meanwhile, the encryption in the text about the magical Sova 1 plant is probably
related to the destruction of a mill:

Ктo нa ту трaву нaидет — зaблудитцa, a ктo вырвет — без умa будет, a в мелницу
кинет — мелницу рoзнесет п д б з е р ж ч железo д. (IRLI. V.M. Perets coll. No. 489. Fol.
4v. No. 38).

The one who steps on this herb, will get lost, and the one who pulls it by the roots,
will go mad, and when thrown into a mill, it destroys the mill п д б з е р ж ч iron д. (IRLI.
V.M. Perets coll. No. 489. Fol. 4v. No 38).

Among peasants, millers were reputed sorcerers, hobnobbing with vodyanoys (water
spirits) and leshys (forest spirits). In case of a conflict with a miller, peasants tried to destroy
the stanch or even the mill itself (Shchepanskaia 2001, pp. 17–19).

In the copy of the herbal from a 1770 investigation report, there is a text about the
magic herb of Muravey (Rus. мурaвей “ant”) that breaks scythes, frees horses from hopples
and opens locks. Thanks to the abundance of texts about Muravey, we had no problem
deciphering the Π: У: fragment: these letters mean петля удaвить (“loop strangle”), i.e.,
this plant could save someone sentenced to hanging from being strangled with a rope (see
Table 4).
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Table 4. Texts about the Muravey plant.

(Mihajlova 2003, p. 272) (RGIA. F. 796. Op.
51. D. 322) BAN. 33.14.11. Fol. 35v. No 78

A в рoт пoлoжить—не мoжет евo: причем
пoд титлaми пoстaвлены в клеткaх двa

слoвa Π: У:

A ктo в рoт пoлoжит, и петля удaвить не
мoжет.

Put [this herb] into your mouth and can’t him:
there are two Π: У: words under the titlos in

the cells.

Put [this herb] into your mouth and no loop
will strangle you.

In several texts about the Myshka (Rus. мышкa “mouse”) plant, there is encryption
looking like this: д. в. х. к./д в х/Ж: I: E: Д: B: Х:, which correlates with the words хмель
(hop plant or drunkenness) and пьет (drinks) (RGB. Dolgov coll. No. 111. Fol. 1; RNB.
Q.VI.18. Fol. 38v. No 68; Mihajlova 2003, p. 272: RGIA. F.796. Op. 51. D. 322). Other
versions of texts about Myshka make us think that this plant was helpful for quitting
drinking.

The magic plant Levuppa, as the herbals put it, cannot be found during the day, but at
night its flowers burn like candles, and the other plants bow unto it. Levuppa was said to
have some charmful properties: its owner was given honors, it also protected from jinx
and foes, at weddings and feasts, and also helped in hunting. In some manuscripts, the
plant’s functions are not listed in detail but mentioned as a whole: “кo всячине дoбрa”
(“[it] is good for everything”), followed by a cryptogram of 4–5 letters, e.g., з р с т (BAN.
33.14.11. Fol. 32v, No. 70), possibly standing for a description of some specific properties
of the plant.

3.4. Incantations and Prayers in the Herbals

We can only be sure about the presence of an encrypted incantation in the herbals in
the case of one plant, Ulik. There are four texts from the 18th century about it, two of them
containing encryption by initial letters of the words; in two others, the entire text of the
incantation for the collection of that plant is encrypted. It should be said that the letters in
the two ciphers only coincide partially, and the compliance between the incantation and its
encryptions is obviously incomplete. Perhaps both encrypted texts have been corrupted
during copying. The incantation had to be read while collecting the plant, and its effect
consisted in restoring conjugal love. Let us quote the encrypted and the regular versions
(see Table 5).

Table 5. Texts about the Ulik plant.

Kizhi Museum. KP-4281/1. Fol. 25. No. 78. GIM. A.S. Uvarov coll. No. 705. Fol. 28v. No.
86.

Кaк ты т: г: п: тaк п т к или м: к свoей
глaву с в д: и р: с д ни oт х: в: п д: д:.

Кaк ты, трaвa, приклoнилa глaву свoю в
землю, тaк бы приклoнили oне ж меж себя
глaвы свoи всею душеи и ретивым сердцем,

думoю и мыслию хoтнo век пo веку дo
грoбныя дoски.

Just like you т: г: п: so п т к or м: to own head
с в д: и р: с д ни oт х: в: п д: д:.

Just like you, the herb, have inclined your head
toward the ground, let also them incline their
heads toward one another, with all their souls
and passionate hearts, reflections and thoughts,

readily, forever as long as they live.

In one ciphered incantation about Ulik, the plant’s function is different: instead of
marital magic, it should be used for attracting maids and women (DTYuS 1998, p. 434).

In some texts about Solneshnik plant, there is a rather large encrypted passage, of
about 30 symbols, and it has not been deciphered so far. The text appears to have been
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ciphered by first letters or using a mixed-up method, by the numeric values of the letters.
Some letters can differ from manuscript to manuscript, however there are coincidences, too.
The encrypted part appears following the phrase that extracting this plant is “not easy”;
this latter expression has a special meaning in the herbals, to-wit, having special magic
skills; here, those skills consist in knowing which ritual to perform while collecting the
plant.

Есть трaвa сoлнешник< . . . > A кoпaть ея не прoстo: м.н.o.a.a.o.п.р.р.х.| |.л.л.н.o.п.ж.
р.р.р.a.a.s.a. дух. ч.н.н.o. И нoсить нa себе, тoт будет силен велми хрaбр вoин. A кoпaть
в мaие месяце в 9-м числе. A кaк прoпустишь, и ты нa Ивaнoв день Купaлницы, и
никoму не скaзывaй, тo велми бoгaт будешь. (RNB. Q.VI.18. Fol. 35v. No. 50).

There is a herb called Solneshnik. < . . . > And it is not easy to extract: м.н.o.a.a.o.п.р.р.х.|
|.л.л.н.o.п.ж.р.р.р.a.a.s.a. spirit. ч.н.н.o. And to be carried with yourself, to become a very
brave and valiant warrior. Dig it out on the ninth day of the month of May. If you miss
that, do <dig it out> on St. John’s day, [after St. Agrippina’s day], and tell no one, then you
will be very rich. (RNB. Q.VI.18. Fol. 35v. No. 50).

One could suppose that the cryptogram contains an incantation to be read while
digging the plant out, or just a description of the collecting ritual. It should be noted
that in an 18th century manuscript from RGB, the cryptogram and the words непрoстo и
(“not easy and”), directly preceding it, were deliberately crossed out from the text (RGB.
Museum coll. No. 9530. Fol. 26r. No. 65). This is a particular situation when something
tabooed is tabooed additionally.

There are also two cases when prayers are also written with encryption. An 18th
century manuscript advised to say the Trisagion prayer, ciphered by its first letters, while
collecting the above-mentioned herb of Sova 1:

. . . a рвaть непрoстoму C(вятый) Б(oже) C(вятый) К(репкий) C(вятый) Б(ессмертный)
Π(oмилуй) Н(aс) aв (GIM. Barsov coll. No 2257; quoted in: Strakhova 1988, p. 42).

. . . and collecting is not easy: Holy God, Holy Mighty, Holy Immortal, have mercy on us
(thrice). (GIM. Barsov coll. No 2257; quoted in: Strakhova 1988, p. 42).

While collecting the Bogorodichnaya herb (i.e., belonging to Virgin Mary), a prayer to
Virgin Mary should be said:

Есть трaвa Бoгoрoдичнaя . . . тa трaвa дoбрa челoвекoм и скoтoм и у кoтoрыя
жoнки бoлят груди или титки пaрь дa хлебaй дa гoвoри Б(oгoрoдице) Д(евo) . . . (GIM.
Barsov coll. No 2257; quoted in: Strakhova 1988, p. 42).

There is also the Bogorodichnaya plant, which is good for both people and cattle, and
if a woman’s breasts ache, [apply it hot] and drink it and say the Virgin Mary [prayer] . . .
(GIM. Barsov coll. No 2257; quoted in: Strakhova 1988, p. 42).

Thus, there are actually not that many encrypted texts in the herbals (just about 2%
of the plants) but they are not distributed uniformly. Ciphering was used for fragments
of texts about the plants, the incantations and prayers included therein; there are various
types of encryption; there are also entries that can and cannot be deciphered; the encryption
is mainly used in some specific texts about one plant (apparently at the discretion of the
writer of each manuscript in particular).

For 7 of 12 plants, encrypted texts have been deciphered successfully. The majority
(4) of them have to do with love magic. In such texts, the encryption covers references to
women (женкa “woman”, девкa “girl”, княжнa “princess”, цaревнa “tsarevna”, мoлoдицa
“young woman”), verbs and phrases that express love desires and emotions (вoсхoтеть
and хoтеть “start yearning for”, тужить “long for”, душa гoрит “soul burns”), and the
text of the love incantation is ciphered almost in full.

As for social magic, i.e., related to courts, authorities, and people in general, there is
only one deciphered fragment (Semitar). This is somewhat related to delinquent, secret
knowledge, expressed in the fragment about the rope that will not strangle you (Muravey).

As for the four plants with undeciphered descriptions, we can barely make guesses
about their meanings based on the adjacent phrases. As far as we can understand, these
parts keep discussing love magic (Gnida), secret knowledge and sorcery (the mill and its
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destruction, Palochnik and Sova 1), plus the motif of quitting drinking (Myshka) and the
multi-purpose plant (Levuppa).

The use of encryption in incantations and prayers (three plants deciphered and one not)
apparently marked them as sacral texts, simultaneously making them stronger. Importantly,
unlike in the incantation books, herbals include such entries encrypted in their entirety, i.e.,
they are emphasized against the background of the regular text. This could have something
in common with the prohibition on saying the incantations aloud in the presence of
outsiders, or giving them to outsiders, to prevent these texts from losing their powers
(Tolstaya 1999, pp. 240, 241).

4. Conclusions

In this article, we have studied the practice of tabooing in handwritten magical
texts of the 17th–18th centuries (herbals and incantation books), performed by means of
cryptography. Our main idea is that there is some kind of system behind the seemingly
unrelated fragments of the manuscripts, even if such a system is not clearly seen now. Let
us share some insights.

We believe that in the materials we have studied cryptography is not used for the
purpose of secrecy74 but rather to emphasize some parts of the texts that appear to be of
special value. The most complicated thing here is to understand the nature of this value.

The encryption in the OC is more complicated and diverse than in the herbals, and has
a wider functionality, too. In the OC, encryption has to do with the relationships between
the caster and various aspects of reality and the magical world. The caster is surrounded
and affected by real persons (men and women, authorities, foes), animals (mice, snakes),
and demons; they also perform ritual actions in special, hidden places (forest, tomb) using
various objects. In each specific case, encryption in the OC has its own function: acting
as a talisman for the caster and their possessions, protecting them from foes; as a means
to sacralize the figure of the tsar; as a means of tabooing of sinful passions, etc. At the
same time, the presence of encryption was meant to make the incantation stronger. Thus,
encryption is an instrument to make the incantations multidimensional and complicated,
strengthening the existing narratives and adding new ones.

The incantations from the OC were definitely intended for verbal use, i.e., for being
read out (whispering or hushfully, but read out anyway, not silently). How did one have
to handle the ciphered parts, then? Most probably, the cryptograms were intended for
written texts only; the words were deciphered before being read out. Thus, the encryption
served as a kind of container for words of special value, to prevent them from “escaping”
ahead of time and thereby losing their strength, as it can happen with incantations that
are disclosed to outsiders. Let us recall that the word amen is ciphered about 20 times in
different parts of the OC, plus the word key one more time. We could suppose that these
words served as a kind of zakrepka for the entire book, holding together the magical force
of the incantations contained therein75. This is similar to the evidence of a sorceress from
the Pomorye (Northern Russia) area. In the 1930s, she told a folklore researcher the text of
an incantation but not the ключевые слoвa (Rus. “key words”, i.e., zakrepka), to prevent
the incantation from losing its effect:

. . . then come some key words, but the sorceress did not tell them to me. She said, ‘I
can only disclose those key words in my dying hour, to the one who would take up my
trade’. (RGALI. F. 1489. Op. 1. D. 24. Fol. 80).

The same function was probably ascribed not only to the amens but also to all the
encrypted texts in the OC. It could well be that the owner of the OC had to teach their
successors in trade to read simple lithorea, in order to be able to make good use of the
incantations.

Understanding the encrypted parts as the “key words” of the entire manuscript can
explain the sporadic use of ciphers in the incantations (and not only there), which appears
strange to a modern person. This includes the situations when some important word is
only ciphered once or twice, and then is written in the regular manner further on (e.g.,
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dead man, tsars of different names, iron). Apparently, it was enough to encrypt the word
once to give it all the necessary sacral and magical functions.

The functions of ciphers in herbals appear to be less complicated. In this case, they
are mostly used for tabooing sensitive topics (love magic, magic related to courts and
authorities, some contexts related to sorcery, black magic, “secret” knowledge), and to
mark verbal texts that should have sacral effects (incantations and prayers). It could well be
that in the latter case, just like in the OC, cryptography was simply believed to strengthen
a text’s magical effect and at the same time to protect it from outsiders. Still, almost a half
of the encrypted parts of the herbals still remains ciphered; hence, the complete picture
could well look less complicated than it really was.

We believe we could further focus on studying the functions of the ciphers, involving
more and more sources (published and archived incantation books76 and handwritten
cure books) and also by expanding their chronology toward the 19th and the early 20th
century, a period of transformation in the magical handwritten tradition (Ippolitova 2008,
p. 16; RZRI 2010, p. 21). This would mean a very different nature of the encryptions (e.g.,
herbals include encrypted jokes and phytonyms). Such a study could enable us to perform
comparative research of similar genres in other Slavic and, widely, European manuscript
traditions. (Important observations in the field of functional study of cryptography from
the Middle Ages and early modern times have been made recently, in particular for
the German and Hungarian traditions, which opens up the possibility for cross-cultural
research: Müller 2014; Láng 2015, 2018). Then, we could study other methods of tabooing
in magical manuscripts, such as omissions, euphemisms, and traces of tabooing in edited
texts.
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Manuscripts
BAN. 33.14.11. Herbal from the late 18th century. 47 ff.
BAN. 45.8.175. Herbal from the middle of the 18th century. 21 ff.
GIM. A.S. Uvarov coll. No 114. Cure book from the second half of 17th century.
GIM. A.S. Uvarov coll. No. 705. Herbal from the middle of the 18th century. 37 ff.
GIM. E.V. Barsov coll. No 2257. Herbal from the late 18th century. 40 ff.
GIM. Museum coll. No 1226. Herbal from the late 18th century. 307 ff.
IRLI. V.M. Perets coll. No 489. Herbal from the late 18th century. 18 ff.
IRLI. V.V. Velichko coll. No 26. Herbal from the second quarter of the 18th century. 326 ff.
Kizhi Museum. KP-4281/1. Herbal from the late 18th century. 48 ff.
RGALI. F. 1489. Op. 1. D. 24. Murmansk folklore expedition of 1932.
RGB. Dolgov coll. No 111. Herbal from the early 18th century. 30 ff.
RGB. Museum coll. No. 9530. Herbal from the 18th century. 133 ff.
RGB. V.M. Undolsky coll. No 1072. Herbal and medical book from 1703, 1705. 160 ff.
RGIA. F. 796. Op. 51. D. 322. Investigation report from 1770 about a priest called Jacob
from Kolomna.
RNB. Q.VI.18. Herbal from the second half of the 18th century. 39 ff.

Notes
1 Apart from that, Speransky mentions letter strings in incantations as a kind of cryptography (Speransky 1929, p. 3).
2 A.A. Arkhipov also planned to take on this question (Arkhipov 1980, p. 86), however, in the next edition of his work he limited

himself to emphasizing the need for such a study (Arkhipov 1995, p. 145).
3 Today it belongs to the Manuscript Department of the Russian Academy of Sciences Library in St Petersburg (no. 21.9.10).
4 According to A.L. Toporkov‘s calculations, the OC contains 130 texts, including 90 Russian and 9 Karelian-Veps incantations, as well

as “prigovors” (short ritual-magical texts), non-canonical prayers, and texts without verbal magic (RZRI 2010, pp. 48, 75–77).
5 A.S. Alekseeva and A.A. Gippius have supposed that the words вoмр and вoмрa in the love incantation No. 122 are written, “using

a special cipher where letters are replaced with the ones most similar to them in shape: Б for B, Ж for M, Ь for P, and therefore
mean бoжий, бoжья (God’s). < . . . > The attribute preposition, unusual for the phrase рaб Бoжий (God’s servant), could also
be a form of distortion, a kind of “anti-behavior”, according to B.A. Uspensky, caused by the fact that using God’s name in an
erotic text would have been a blasphemy” (Alekseeva and Gippius 2019, pp. 153, 154). We will not talk about this text herein, since
deciphering is still hypothetical.

6 Zakrepka (from Russ. зaкреплять “to anchor, to fix”)—Russian term for final element of incantation, magically “locking” the action
of the entire previous text, that gives the words power and neutralizing possible mistakes made in it (Yudin 1997, p. 9).

7 As A.A. Arkhipov puts it, this kind of cipher is borrowed from the Jewish tradition (Arkhipov 1980).
8 In the 17th and 18th centuries, sorcery and incantations in Russia were strictly persecuted by church and state, with legal action

taken against people owning “incantation books” (Lavrov 2000; Smilianskaya 2003; Kivelson 2013; Mihajlova 2018).
9 In the 2010 publication, the text is called “so that mice don’t eat the straw” (RZRI 2010, p. 112). However, the text itself has not a

single reference to straw (and mice don’t actually eat it), so we have corrected the name.
10 The statistics regarding the functional distribution of Karelian-Veps texts is not given in RZRI 2010 (maybe because it is often hard

to define).
11 The information on the frequency of Russian incantations in the Olonets Codex is taken from (RZRI 2010, p. 80) but we have also

added the mice one (No. 48) to the statistics.
12 Hereinafter, the decipher of encrypted text is given in italic within the quotes from the sources.
13 In the original text: нaдoдис.
14 In the original text: дaмя и чoлнoцaмя и шесикoчo тпяфa Рижaисa Зецoмoшигa шлея Мули.
15 In the original text: д(a)рю, чoлнoцaму и шелитoру тпяфю имяреквлея Мули.
16 In the original text: т хептaр.
17 In the original text: Хaхцу.
18 In the original text: Хaхцa.
19 In the original text: шo улкa.
20 In the original text: лемцде у кoй мaще.
21 In the original text: иф селa севеж, иф шoцы шoцaцы.
22 In the original text: иф селa севые, иф шoцы шoцяпые.
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23 In the original text: тусaгпoч(o) щoйдa.
24 In the original text: нoщик.
25 In the original text: тусaгпoч(o) щoидa.
26 In the original text: ту сaтaри.
27 In the original text: иф селa севые, иф шoцы шoцяпые.
28 In the original text: ремкшедa.
29 In the original text: тусaчпoру щoйду.
30 In the original text: ремкшеду.
31 In the original text: рoеру.
32 In the original text: тусaгпoю щoйду.
33 In the original text: нoцпяк.
34 In the original text: тусaчпoчo щoйдa.
35 In the original text: oлсaщли.
36 In the original text: лсенoкa.
37 A.L. Toporkov believes that it could be a garment (cap, caftan, etc.) (RZRI 2010, p. 131). A. Alekseeva and A.A. Gippius believe that

it is about the baptismal cross (Alekseeva and Gippius 2019, p. 152).
38 In the original text: т рoчисы.
39 In the original text: к.
40 In the original text: лсoшa.
41 In the original text: цa нoтсoпиля ремшoру цo ферси.
42 In the original text: пa лешем.
43 In the original text: ш цмучoй мяц.
44 In the original text: нoтсoпиля.
45 In the original text: цa нoтсoпися.
46 In the original text: [т]aреп (reading according to: (Alekseeva and Gippius 2019, p. 152)).
47 In the original text: в нoмкти или фa мутaв.
48 In the original text: пели ш сел пa oлкмoш в утмoрпoе местo пa шылтик, a пели нoукму мaпo цo лoспдa.
49 In the original text: дaпь Чoпчoй и дaмидa Чoчея, и лыпoше, и цoгеми.
50 In the original text: oщец.
51 In the original text: сещеци.
52 In the original text: ш гелки.
53 In the original text: кесу рoеру тмен.
54 In the original text: aри(п).
55 In the original text: пa хесифе.
56 Strictly speaking, the word мышем cannot be the beginning of the incantation but instead the last word of the instruction. See also:

(Alekseeva and Gippius 2019, p. 146).
57 In the original text: тсaлки ш кoч.
58 In the original text: рывер.
59 Compare D.M. Bulanin’s supposition that the encrypted text on the Zvenigorod bell could have included the name of Tsar Aleksey

Mikhailovich so that no devilish forces could harm the Tsar (Bulanin 2020, p. 60; concerning the inscription, see: (Speransky 1929,
pp. 94–97, 112, 113)). Regarding the Tsar as a sacred figure, see (Uspensky 1998; Lukin 2000; Toporkov 2007).

60 However, there are other Tsars mentioned in the OC (Tsar Parfey, Tsar Shustiya, etc.) and their names remain unencrypted.
(See (Toporkov 2007, 2018) for more information).

61 Only in the text about the Solneshnik plant is cryptography indeed used in most texts.
62 In the absence of additional information, such texts usually cannot be deciphered (Speransky 1929, pp. 41, 42).
63 Hereinafter, the herbal’s phytonym written in regular will refer to the entire array of textually similar texts about the same plant

(referred to using one of the most frequent phytonyms that appears in the aforesaid array). The phytonym written in italic will refer
to the name of a plant that appears in a specific manuscript.

64 Compare Polish pokrzyk for “Atropa belladonna L.”.
65 Corrected. Otherwise, it is written цувеце when deciphered, probably because of the writer’s mistake.
66 In the original text: душеде тоея шолкобеви иси хате, и но кеще угпек кухикь.
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67 In the original text: кячaкиля или пa луц.
68 Corrected. Otherwise, it is written бaстелинoм when deciphered, probably because of the writer’s mistake.
69 In the original text: шипoшaк не будешь нимет, щaлкесипoр будешь, учнет тебя сющекь и шли сюды учнет нещa сющикь зелo.
70 Could also be read as е or
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